Surface quantum error-correcting codes are the leading proposal for fault-tolerance within quantum computers. There are different techniques for implementing the surface code, and lattice surgery is considered the most resource efficient method. Resource efficiency refers to the number of physical qubits an the time necessary for executing a quantum computation. We present OpenSurgery, a scalable tool for the preparation of lattice surgery implemented quantum circuits. It is a first step towards techniques that aid quantum algorithm design informed by the realities of the hardware architectures. OpenSurgery can lay out arbitrary quantum circuits, estimate the quantum resources used for their execution, and it includes an interactive 3D visualisation of the resulting topological assemblies.
INTRODUCTION
Practical quantum computing will be almost impossible in the absence of quantum error correcting codes (QECC), because the quantum hardware is not as reliable as the classical hardware. QECCs need to handle very high error rates, but at the same time the QECCs should introduce hardware and time overheads as low as possible. Furthermore, the QECCs should have a straightforward structure, such that they are easy to implement in the hardware. One of the realistic QECC choices, that fulfils the previous conditions, is the surface QECC, and major quantum computer proposals are using it to implement reliable quantum computations. Surface code protected computations can be implemented by braiding [1] , lattice surgery [2] , and twists [4] . Lattice surgery seems to be the most resource efficient option, because the introduced overheads (hardware and time) seem to be for most of the times orders of magnitude less than braiding [4] .
Lattice surgery uses patches (e.g. Fig. 1 ), which represent logically encoded (QECC protected) qubits. Each patch abstracts a rectangular region of physical qubits arranged on a two-dimensional lattice. Quantum operations, are implemented by merging and splitting the patches. The patches have two boundary types, and the implemented quantum operation depends on which boundary types are merged and split. The result, after preparing circuits into interacting patches, is called a topological assembly. Patch dimensions indicate QECC distance, which determines the Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org.
time necessary for an operation. Thus, an assembly can be visualised as a set of cuboids (e.g. Fig. 2 (b) ). A detailed introduction to surface codes and lattice surgery is available in [1] and [2] . 
METHODS
Topological assemblies are the result of using surface QECCs for protecting arbitrary quantum circuits. OpenSurgery can generate assemblies for Clifford+T circuits, and for circuits including arbitrary rotation gates. For the latter type, the first step is to decompose the rotation gates by a Solovay-Kitaev algorithm implementation 1 into Clifford+T gates. The next step is to decompose the CNOT gates into multi-body measurement operators, which are implemented by merges and splits. Single qubit gates can be: a) implemented directly on the patch (e.g. the Hadamard, or the S gate); b) tracked through the Pauli frame (e.g. the X, Z gates); or c) are implemented by a merge and a split (e.g. the T gate is performed in a teleported manner using a CNOT).
The qubits of the input circuit are mapped to patches, which are arranged according to a dynamically configured layout (cf. Fig. 2 ). The topological assembly (cf. Fig. 2 ) takes into consideration that: a) a single distillation procedure can be executed at a given time (quantum hardware is scarce); b) ancilla patches are necessary to realise multi-body measurements between the logical qubit patches (also called data patches). OpenSurgery uses an ancilla arrangement that supports all-to-all connectivity between logical qubit patches. This simplifies the realisation of merges and splits, but it is not necessarily the most resource efficient. Connecting data Table 1 . Results for random circuits having Qub qubits, Gat es Clifford+T gates, 50% of the gates are set to be T gates. The V ol . column is the total volume of the prepared topological assembly. The PT represents the time in seconds necessary for preparing the assemblies. Ten circuits were generated for each parameter configuration. The V ol ., and PT values are rounded averages over the 10 circuits. The rhs. plot illustrates the linearity of the preparation time for random circuits having 100 qubits, and 100, 200, 400, 600, 800 gates.
patches is a routing problem: finding the shortest path formed of ancillas between two data patches. This version of OpenSurgery computes the shortest paths between pairs of data patches using an integrated A* algorithm.
OpenSurgery includes a tracker of the patch boundary position. The tool determines automatically if the placement of patch boundaries enables the necessary measurement; otherwise the patch is rotated. A patch rotation would, for the example of Fig. 2 , swap the colours of the corresponding cuboid sides.
The assembly is generated by processing the sequence of measurements. Some operations require one time step, while other operations (e.g. S gate) take two or more steps. The resulting assembly has a three-dimensional volume, which is the result of multiplying the area of the layout (i.e. footprint, e.g. 64 in Fig. 2 (a) ) with the number of steps (e.g. 2 in Fig. 2 (b) ). The volume of the assembly in Fig. 2 is 128 cuboids (also called plumbing pieces) . The assembly's volume is used to estimate the number of physical qubits and the time (seconds) necessary for executing the assembly.
The goal of surface QECC design automation is to reduce the physical resource costs for interesting quantum algorithms. The resource estimations supported by OpenSurgery is, thus, helpful to determine: a) how to optimise quantum algorithms, and b) which quantum algorithms are feasible to be executed on the available quantum computers.
OpenSurgery is a building block for the faster design automation of practical quantum algorithms.
RESULTS
Previous works analysed the resource efficiency of various patch arrangements [3] , investigated surgery implementations of special kind of circuits called distillations [1] . To the best of our knowledge, no work focused on the automatic layout of arbitrary circuits which include distillations, allowing at the same time the resource estimation and interactive 3D visualisation of the resulting topological assemblies. OpenSurgery could be interfaced with quantum circuit frameworks (e.g. Google Cirq, and IBM QisKit).
In order to demonstrate the tool's functionality and scalability, random circuits were converted to topological assemblies. This benchmark offers a baseline for future layout optimisations. Table 1 includes the generated results.
The benchmark circuits are available from the online repository.
The prepared assemblies include a single multi-body measurement at a time (not parallelised), and so-called single level distillation procedures. A large portion of the required hardware resources is generated by the routing ancillasapprox. 50% additional patches for routing compared to the number of qubit patches. Most of the ancilla patches are not used during a single measurement, but parallel measurements could increase their usage, and reduce the total volume. Dynamic data patch reconfiguration may result in additional volume reductions.
CONCLUSION
This technical note introduced OpenSurgery, a tool for preparing topological assemblies using lattice surgery. It is, to the best of our knowledge, the first tool that can can manipulate arbitrary circuits, and which has built-in functionality to perform resource estimation for the resulting assembly volumes. It also includes a 3D visualisation module. Its scalability was illustrated by preparing large circuits and estimating their resources. Future work will integrate OpenSurgery with other circuit level design frameworks (e.g. PyZX), as well as devise heuristics for reducing the total volume of the prepared assemblies. 
